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ON DUALITY THEOREMS FOR 
MULTIOBJECTIVE PROGRAMS

Do Sang Kim and Gue Myung Lee

Abstract

The efficiency(Pareto optimum) is a type of solutions for multiobjective 
programs. We formulate duality relations for multiobjective nonlinear 
programs by using the concept of effciency. The results a호e the weak 
由id strong duafity i亂拒斑帘 for a v^tor-^dual of tiie 时oife Type 
involving invex functions.

1. Introduction and Preliminaries

In 1989, Egudo [2] formulated the duality relations for the convex 
a표d p-convex functions. The purpose of this paper is to establish 
duality relations between the multiobjective no시inear program

(M)P) Minimize f(x)
' 7 subject to ：g(*■迫아 ;

and the Wolfe vector dual multiobjective program [5]

n^VD) maximize f(u) + 鬼也*
subject to 匕 where

Y~\(u，Yty) » V)欠切+ Vy気初=Q y^O, />0 and %=꽈 and 丿

悒R・
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The functions f: RTR and g : Rf R하 are assumed to be differentia
ble.
We give the following conventions for vectors in R* ；

x<y 
由 
x<y 
x^y

if and 
if and 
if and 
is the

only if xt<ylt i~lf 2, n, 
only if 羽W" i=l, 2, n, 
only if x^y and x^y, 
negation of x<y.

Hanson [3〕introduced the following invex function.

Definition 1. Let h(x)=(hi(x), …而。涝 ； 표TR be a differentiable 
function. Then h is invex with respect to i] if for all 
there exists a vector valued function i] defined 又R such tirat
for al] x uEiR1,

hi(x)—加仞M Wl任功M允恨)，

We introduce the concept of efficiency(Pareto optimum).

Definition 2. xEX is an efficient solution for (MOP) if for all

f(x)$f(x).

And (讯所EY is an efficient solution for (WVD) if for all (uf^y)^Y, 

f(u) +y'g(U)e^f(u) +yg(u)e.

The proof of a strong duality relation will use the following lemma.

Lemina 3 Ell. % is an efficient solution for (MOP) if and only 
if for all k=1,2…饥 x solves (R), where (R) ； Minimize fi(x) subject 
to 多； 万仞S阀 for all 去야; g(#)W아.
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2. Duality theorems

Here we establish the weak and strong duality theorems between 
(MOP) and (WVD). First we consider a weak duality relation when 
the functions are invex.

Theorem 4 (Weak duality). Assume that f and g are invex with 
respect to Then for all x^X and all(彼,为y)C 匕

f(x)$f(u)+^g(u)e.

Proof. Suppose that there exist x^.X and (u,y,y)^Y such that

fix)<f(u)+j/g(u)e.

Since ytg(x)e^0, we have

f(x) ^ylg(x)e<f(u) +询况

This implies

顷+宠仞〈施丿+兎仞.

Now hypothesis imply Yf(.)Wg(・) is invex with respect to Then 
we have

CVy%u) + 巧奴切 ] 하(兌鲍)

This is a contradiction.

Now we give the Kuhn-Tucker necessary theorem for the singleobjec- 
tive(i.e.rscalar) program to obtain a strong duality theorem.
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Lemma 5[4]. Let 0 : RfR and g be differentiable functions. 
Suppose that 无 solves (P) : Minimize Q(x) subject to g(x)^0. As
sume that x satisfies the Slater5 s constraint qualification (i.e., there 
exists an xEX such that g(幻Then there exists 歹EE such 
that

V®(幼+巧的=Q fg(x)=0 and 殓 0.

Finally we have a strong duality theorem when the functions are 
invex.

Theorem 6 (Strong duality). Suppose that f and g are invex with 
respect to y\. Let x be an efficient solution for (MOP) and assume 
that x satisfies the Slater's constraint qualificatin for (R)h=l,2,…,D、 

Then there exist and 歹ER허such that(名饥)is an efficient solution 
for (WVD) and 殉幻=Q

Proof. Since 3c is efficient for (MOP), from Lemma 3, x solves 
(Pk) for all h=L 2,…,D* Now from Lemma 5, there exist y>0 and 
y^O such that

V力復)+巧独免=0 购幻=0 and W=L

Thus (xt^y)^Y. By 반weak duality, for all (x,y;y)GYf

f(x)$f(x)+yg(x)e.

Since 兔仞=Q we have

f(x) +yg(x)e^f(x) +yg(x)e.

Hence(気又砂 is an efficient solution for (WVD).
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In a subsequent paper, we will study the duality relations between 
(MOP) and the Mond-Weir vector dual program.
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